
Phase One Reopening Restrictions - FAQ  
1. Why are we signing another waiver? This waiver is specific to the COVID 19 virus and our 

insurance company has asked us to have all members sign before entering our facilities. 
2. Why no pool if we’re having group ex? By not opening the pool in our first phase it gives us the 

ability to manage our occupancy in the building as well as decrease the number of members. We 
need to ensure that our staff can manage all of our new restriction and procedures before we 
increase the number of members using our facilities. 

3. How do we register for group ex classes? (Maybe we can put in we need an email on file for this 
to happen) See updated info about registering that should be added to our website. 

4. Why no Childwatch? By not offering childwatch in our first phase it gives us the ability to 
manage our occupancy in the building as well as decrease the number of members. We need to 
ensure that our staff can manage all of our new restriction and procedures before we increase 
the number of members using our facilities. 

5. Time limit on cardio machines? There is no limit if no one is waiting. If we have multiple 
members waiting we will need to enforce a time limit. 

6. Time limit in facility? No, unless we meet 50% occupancy. 
7. Can I use other RVR YMCA locations? Yes. 
8. Can I still walk in the gym if nothing else is going in gymnasium? Each Branch location will 

manage the use of these areas. Some may have other programs or services in these spaces. 
Please stay patient with us manage these new restrictions. 

9. Can seniors still sign-up for the other group ex classes? Yes, We are not telling Active older 
adults they cannot come but due to their age group being higher risk we are not offering specific 
classes in phase one. 

10. Can we sign up for membership? Yes, nonmembers can join at any time. 
11. Can my child come with me if they are not using the facility? Children who meet the age 

requirement for the wellness and cardio areas may come with their parents. Younger children 
will not be allowed in those areas. We hope to have childwatch open again soon. 

12. What if I show up and you are at maximum capacity? If the facility or any room in the facility is 
at our adjusted max occupancy we will limit additional members for joining. 

13. Can we have hot tub, sauna, steam room open if we do one at a time? At this time we are not 
opening those areas of our facility. We need to ensure that our staff can manage all of our new 
restriction, procedures and facility occupancy before we increase the number of members using 
our facilities. 

14. What is the one point of entry? Is there one point of exit? Normal entrance (I believe I deleted 
this from the opening restrictions. 

15. Is there going to be a delay getting into the facility? We do not anticipate that there will be a 
delay in entering the facility for members. 

16. What are the max capacity in each area? Overall max capacity? Each branch will be different. 
Please discuss these numbers with your supervisor and Branch Executive. 

17. When will programs start? Additional services and program will be open and starting soon we 
do not have a set date. We will monitor our occupancy and when we feel our staff can manage 
the restrictions and new procedures 

18. What if I participate in an outdoor group ex class but not use the facility. Do I still need to 
have an active membership? Yes 

 


